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Patience, Tolerance, Understanding, and Love
As my sponsor and I were going through the Big Book together
a light hit me. We were in the chapter: To Wives; and the further along
we went I recognized a pattern that ran like a thread throughout the book
to this point. This common thread always came back to the spiritual
principles of patience, tolerance, understanding, and love repeated and
built into it the book in many different ways. Even the Doctor’s Opinion
had its share of patience and understanding. And as we went further,
these specific spiritual principles were actually in black and white. Their
demonstrations of them were in black and white, so, it’s IN THE BOOK.

pattern. It just goes on and on much like the circle of unity in the human
family. Same physical makeup but each unique. NO, not terminally
unique. Unique in the sense as no two snowflakes are alike. While each
is individual, each is also water, frozen, reflects light, and melts under the
right conditions. Simpler to say tolerance is to put up with the differences, recognizing the similarities while appreciating the differing colors,
shapes, sizes, and dimensions of each other. It is about acceptance of
people, place, or situation as they are. “Live & Live Let” is the active
slogan. My responsibility is my sobriety, recovery, attitudes, perspectives and actions. Now, me letting live is leaving the same facets above
What do these principles really mean and how do they operate to you and detaching from all those choices you make unless true harm is
within relationships, all relationships? They apply whether this relation- done. True tolerance creates a oneness within ourselves and aspects that
ship is with oneself, personal relations, and/or in our society at large.
make up our personality. These are both our defects and the healthy
Reviewing these, it’s clear they are keys to harmony and peace both
traits/gifts which is the essential condition of both beast AND angel of
within and without, with all of Life, regardless of circumstances. Cultiwhich we are made. In group or social dynamics can we bring this onevation of these principles takes the Steps, dedication, perseverance, and
ness, this tolerance towards someone of a different race, sex, sexual oriprobably most important and the most burdensome of all-practice, pracentation, religious affiliation or tradition? Or, as sometimes with me, do
tice, practice. Ugh! Let’s look at each of these through one man’s lens. one or more of these categories fill you with prejudice, bias, judgment,
criticism, or fault finding feeding our overblown ego and pride being
Patience loosely defined is bearing pain or trials without com- “better than or less than.” By this statement we have lost touch with the
plaint. What???? No complaint? Where would be my comfort, my sym- principle of tolerance.
pathy, empathy for my plight? Where would be the numerous hugs and
words of encouragement to go forward? Patience in the above definition
For example, the “Lord’s Prayer.” So Christian in origin it can
is to not continuously complain about the nature of our struggle, inner or be anathema to practioners of other traditions such as Buddhist, Judaists,
outer. It says more to share and receive the support I need to make it
Hindi, or those like me those who have no specific tradition but do have
through; however, it is against the principle to kvetch and moan (read:
an all-inclusive HP nonetheless. I found it distasteful to say this prayer
continuous and ongoing) about the hardship whether physical, mental,
imagining some father-god looking down sending punishment and tempemotional, and/or spiritual context. Habitual complaining leads, and I
tation my way. I stopped saying it praying my own prayers while seknow this from personal experience, to a largely negative outlook on life cretly burning that we were repeating a prayer that held so many in bondin all its shapes, colors, and sizes. The constant pessimistic run on of
age for so long and I felt out of place. I was intolerant out of ignorance
diarrhea of the brain is a sickness in and of itself. The neurobiologists
and misunderstanding. As I looked closer, many found comfort and
also say this sets up disturbances within our physical systems poisoning
strength and faith in this prayer. Who was I, and I had to look at my
our very bodies by the toxicity we use in self-talk or complaining. And
often touted saying, “No one had a right to say what truth was and what
more noticeably, we drain ourselves and others. Obviously, this is an
was lie.” As I looked closer at what this heritage brought prayer meant to
extreme but it is in our -IC symptoms and to some degree reinforced by
me today, I realized it was my Higher Power in Source‘s aspect as the
the culture in which we live. Remedy: STOP! I now pay attention to the Divine Masculine raising consciousness, leading me on the path to forthoughts in my head, language I use, and the way I treat others and I AM giveness of errors, and asking for continued protection from life‘s diverAN OTHER. So, as awareness grows through Steps 10 and 11, if your
sions from my conscious contact with my HP. My personal interpretaexperience is similar to mine, you catch this black trend and say “Stop!” tion was set and bias towards others ended. Can your measure of tolerJust chop it. End. And then move in another direction. Persistence does ance accept my essence of truth as I say the “Lord‘s Prayer“ in this light
amazing things when practiced long enough; even though I fall short, it is or will you cast me as heretic? Many of our alcoholic brother and sisters
just less often.
are not so lucky and might have the same experience of exclusion.
Watch, be aware, remember inclusive, never exclusive. Welcome all as
Tolerance loosely defined is the deviation from a standard.
best any of us are able to at any given time.
Like the irregular Pi formula, it just is. The only mathematical formula
that never, ever repeats itself. Mega computers have calculated this for~~Continued Page 2 ~~
mula to possibly billions of digits and there’s no rhyme, reason or
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Patience, Tolerance,
Understanding, and Love

~ Conti…

"To be vital, faith must be
accompanied by self sacrifice
and unselfish, constructive
action." p93

Understanding loosely defined means to grasp
the meaning of a subject. Subject as in the object of observation or in relation to it. One alkie talking to another
alkie understands like no other can. Or as we complete
our 4th Step to the best of our ability that leads to a
greater understanding of ourselves. In practicing the 10th
Step we grow in awareness and understanding of where
our defects control our choices requiring prayer and correction or the opposite, where healthy traits and qualities
are enabling us to grow into better people. Both of these
are in keeping with the principle of understanding. Another example is learning the history of a people often
shedding light followed by understanding of why their
culture is like it is or where the antagonism really started.
Other examples are learning about an affliction and its
effects on us leading to a greater understanding of how
best to manage symptoms. And what about the friend
who is seemingly isolating; only later, when they share,
do you realize they needed solitude to recoup and ground
themselves thus leading to understanding what may have
seemed to be a slight. In this example, you may be able
to identify with the struggle from one of your own shedding light on how you, or me, may have affected others
causing misunderstanding. This principle is about Truth
from knowledge and its proper use to serve a higher purpose.
And finally, Love. The greatest form of human
aspiration. Love can be erotic; can be for humanity and
the world; towards family and friends; or for oneself as
one is; and lastly and most importantly for God. It is the
highest vibration we are capable of here on this planet: it
heals, is a cool wind on a hot day, the diffuser of animosity and hatred, the dispeller of fear and more. It is the
collection of the first three principles leading to compassion for ourselves, others, and society. It is the closest to
God, we, as human beings, can come to understanding
the Divine. Love nurtures, comforts, bonds a family,
both blood and friends, in healthy ties. Love always
seeks to give from a place of selflessness. Most importantly, it is there that we can find true rest while here on
this planet.
As I wrote, I was aware of just how far I’ve
come, both in the practical sense of what I wrote and in
the beliefs I spouted here, yet at the same time just how
much more practice is needed. I’ve experienced all four
at various levels and the peace from practicing and being,
well, there are no words. I’m sure you understand and
experience what I mean. One day at a time, away from
the first drink, No Matter What! Otherwise, this is all a
hill of beans. Peace and Light.
Paul G. - Amherst-Snyder
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From the Archives: The Start of Our Meeting in Print
June of 1944 brought a new development for AA that, like so many of them, had a much larger impact than anyone could have seen at
the time. It came in the form of a plain white newsletter, tabloid-formatted, with the heading and the articles all in black ink on it—
just a few pages, for a few articles. It had a small circulation, too: one copy for each of 300 AA groups, and one for every member
known to be overseas in the war. It started from just that, and from the work of six members in New York—the AA Grapevine
(aagrapevine.org, “History of the AA Grapevine”).
For being just a few pages long, that first issue covered a lot of territory.
Bill W. contributed two pieces: one related to the chapter “A Vision for You” in the Big Book, and another one on the New York Central Office. Other pieces about New York AA included one on its growth in Brooklyn, and minutes from the Central Committee meeting. But there were also reports on alcoholism treatment developments in Connecticut, Michigan, and at sea with the Navy. Along
with those news items came suggestions for occupying a sober mind and life: dealing with feelings, reading, and even writing letters
to the Grapevine (AA Grapevine June 1944, aagrapevine.org digital archives). Already, it had the makings of what it’s now called:
our “meeting in print.”
Since then, our magazine has helped some wonderful changes happen in
AA. Bill W., though not one of the six who started it, came to use it as “one of his most important vehicles for communication with
the membership” (Pass It On). He contributed 100 articles, including the ones that introduced our Twelve Traditions (conversation
with Mel B.). From a certain point, the Grapevine began to embody some of the Twelve Traditions by observing our parimary purpose, by avoiding outside issues, and by not offering endorsements of any kind—book reviews no longer appear in it (conversation
with Mel B.). And from its pages came something now read at many meetings: the AA Preamble (conversation with Wally E.).
Many other gifts have come from it along the way.
From the start, our newsletter has helped members carry the message, and it has worked. Bill wrote in Twelve Steps
and Twelve Traditions that those AA members enlisted overseas had even more success in staying sober than AA’s back at home.
Don P. pointed out that it also gives members a way to talk to our trusted servants in New York about the fellowship as a whole, helping keep AA truly democratic. It’s not just our meeting in print; it’s our voice in print.
~ Chad P.

6th STEP
“Were entirely ready to have God remove all these defects of character.”
Share your Experience, Strength and Hope

Heard @ a Meeting

Please submit your announcements by the 12th
for next month’s issue
Articles can be submitted at any time

There is no substitute for
personal responsibility

e-mail address: buffaloaa@hotmail.com
or mail to:
Buffalo Central Office
681 Seneca St (lower)
Buffalo, New York 14210
The Central Office of Western New York publishes the New Frontiers monthly. We are supported
by your subscriptions and Central Office donations. The New Frontiers presents the experience and
opinions of members of Alcoholics Anonymous on the disease of alcoholism. The staff reserves the
right to edit any article for clarity and length. Articles will not be returned. Opinions expressed
here are not those of Alcoholics Anonymous as a whole, nor does publication of any article imply
the endorsement by the Central Office of Western New York or Alcoholics Anonymous.
(Exceptions: quotations from “Alcoholics Anonymous”, “Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions” and
other A.A. books and pamphlets are reprinted with permission of A.A. World Services, Inc. Articles reprinted with permission of A.A. Grapevine, Inc. are subject to Grapevine copyright.)
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IN MEMORIAM
Things We Can Not Change
To all of our members who have lost family and loved ones :

Mike N.~ Golden Slipper ~ 24years
Don S.~ Golden Slipper~ 23 years
Sue W. ~ 7-Clans ~ 2years
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Intergroup wants to express our appreciation for those
groups and individuals who have made generous financial contributions, and give a special thank you to all the members
who have volunteered their time this year to help the

Servicing 140 Meetings
Now Servicing 350+ groups
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Tradition Six: An AA group ought never

endorse, finance, or lend the AA name to
any related facility or outside enterprise,
lest problems of money, property, and prestige divert us from our primary purpose.
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Should my fellow group members
and I go out and raise money to
endow several AA beds in our local
hospital?
Is it good for a group to lease a
small building?
Are all the officers and members of
our local club for AAs familiar with
“Guidelines on Clubs” (which is
available free from GSO)?
Should the secretary of our group
serve on the mayor’s advisory
committee on alcoholism?
Some alcoholics will stay around AA
only if we have a TV and card room.
If this is what is required to carry
the message to them, should we
have these facilities?
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